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The search for exceptional art
Lisa Schiff, art advisor to Leonardo DiCaprio and many celebrities, shared with us her
impressions of Art Basel.

Lisa Schiff.

SFA Advisory, a unique project by Lisa Schiff in Tribeca, opposes the traditional gallery model. The
exhibited pieces are constantly changing, there is a living green wall, sofas, a library… This is a
completely different ambience from standard exhibition spaces. Also, Lisa's way of working through SFA
Advisory has its special place in the world of art - it is dedicated to advising collectors, and not just selling
works of art or representing artists.

SFA Advisory.

Lisa Schiff was especially interested in this Art Basel , because she is currently exhibiting her works in
collaboration with the Thaddeus Ropac Gallery , which represents the Swiss artist Sylvie Fleury . Seven
shaped canvases from the "make-up palette" series represent a new look at minimalist-style beauty
products, enhanced colors but removed logos.

Painting by artist Sylvie Fleury.

Lisa Schiff 's clients are collectors who work with you to understand that they are the ones who have the
power to create the value of a work.
- Discovering such art lovers, who are behind their decisions, as well as the search for exceptional art are
what motivates me. I actually work for collectors for galleries or artists, so my job involves a lot of
shopping. And most importantly, my goal is not to impose my aesthetics - it is more important for me to
understand my clients and help them find what they like. It is a special discipline in this world , Lisa
reveals.

Lisa's approach respects the integrity of the overall art ecosystem. She is most pleased when clients
accept an act that is demanding and that requires risk.

Art Basel

- This edition of Art Basel did not seem very exciting to me, for two reasons. The best material was
overestimated, and it seemed like something that could be seen at any other fair. Also, I think we are
between two "zeitgeists" (the spirit of the times) - we end up with extremely figurative art and handicrafts,
but what is next is yet to be revealed.
However, Lisa singled out several works and artists that attracted her attention. These are Calder's
Mechanical Cow (Pace Gallery), Tacita-e Dean's Eclipse Pictures (Marion Goodman Gallery), Elaine
Cameron Weir (JTT), David Douard (Rodeo) and Tishan Hsu (Miguel Abreu). In the Unlimited sector,
which usually attracts the most attention, she did not see anything that would stand out.

Art Basel

- Everything on display was too nice and safe.
After this edition of Art Basel, as he says, he does not see that he will change the direction in which he
advises his clients. However, two new artists attracted her attention.
"I will follow Hadi Falepish and Andrew Kreps closely, " she concluded.

